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CMO/CA Task: Establish CMO IVO Objective 1

CMO/CA Desired Effect or sub-tasks: Solatia, battle damage claims, engage with LNs/NGOs etc

IRC Desired Action(s) from IRC 

MISO Inform via engagements and/or loudspeakers the location of CMOC and what civilians can do 

there, message pro US and HN support to population

PA Inform via media contacts the location of CMOC and what typically occurs there, message pro 

US and HN support to population

COMCAM Document CMOC operations and engagements

Intel Provide identity operations support by providing biometric collection tools, conduct analysis post 

engagement

EW Signature collection IVO CMOC

Interagency Provide LNOs to support CMOC operations

Phys Sec Ensure physical security measure are implemented for information networks at CMOC

Cyber



Advise

To improve the individual and unit capabilities and capacities of host nation security forces through the development of 

personal and professional relationships between United States and host nation forces.

Assess the Population

To evaluate the nature, situation, and attitudes of a designated population or elements of a population, inhabiting the area 

of operations.

Assist

To provide designated support or sustainment capabilities to host nation security forces to enable them to accomplish their 

objectives. 

Build/Restore Infrastructure

To construct, rebuild, or repair local infrastructure to support the host nation and gain or maintain the cooperation of the 

local population.

Contain

To prevent or halt elements of a population or designated party from departing or projecting physical influence beyond a 

defined area. See also enemy-oriented tactical tasks.

Control

To use physical control measures and information-related capabilities to influence elements of a population or designated 

actors to respond as desired. See also terrain-oriented tactical tasks.

Coordinate With Civil Authorities

To interact with, maintain communication, and harmonize friendly military activities with those of other interorganizational 

agencies and coalition partners to achieve unity of effort.



Cordon

To temporarily prevent movement to or from a prescribed area such as a neighborhood, city block, series of buildings, or other feature. 

See also terrain-oriented tactical tasks.

Enable Civil Authorities

To support or assist the host nation government and designated interorganizational agencies in providing effective governance.

Exclude

To prevent or halt elements of a population or designated party from entering or projecting physical influence into a defined area.  

Influence

To persuade the local population, including potential and known adversaries, within the operational area to support, cooperate with, or 

at least accept the friendly force presence, and dissuade the local population from interfering with operations.See also enemy-oriented 

tactical tasks.

Occupy

To move onto an objective, key terrain, or other manmade or natural area without opposition and control the entire area. See also 

terrain-oriented tactical tasks.

Reconnoiter

To obtain, by visual observation or other methods, information about civil considerations. See also enemy- and terrain-oriented tactical 

tasks.

Secure

To gain possession of a position, terrain feature, piece of infrastructure, or civil asset, with or without force, and prevent its destruction 

or loss by enemy action. See also terrain-oriented tactical tasks.

Train

To teach designated skills or behaviors to improve the individual and unit capabilities and capacities of host nation security forces.  

Transition to Civil Control

The handover of civil government and security responsibilities from friendly force military authorities to legitimate civil authorities. 


